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The iterative method of the first author makes possible a self-correcting scheme 
for the approximate solution obtained. This scheme accelerates the convergence 
and substantially decreases the number of terms necessary in computation for 
applications involving erther linear or nonlinear stochastic systems. A “feedback” 
term compensates for the approximation of the system inverse operator by a 
partial sum. Further, errors are determined in calculating the mean solution 
,’ ~1 and the correlatron R (t V r , t2) : (’ I’ j(f&j by using the approximations 
J&J and <&(tJ $Jtz)\, where & represents n terms of the solution by the 
iterative method for stochastic differential equations. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The method to be discussed for successive improvements or corrections of the 
approximate solution of stochastic differential equation is intrinsic to the 
iterative method, whether the original scheme [1], the symmetrized method [2], 
or the inverse method [3] is used. These methods developed by Adomian [l] and 
his co-workers [2, 31 avoid closure approximations and restrictive assumptions 
on the nature and magnitude of the fluctuations in systems involving stochastic 
parameters. For linear systems, the methods are identical. For nonlinear cases 
they are somewhat different. For polynomial nonlinearities they yield the same 
solution and the symmetrized method is very convenient for this class of non- 
linearities. A wider class of nonlinearities is handled with more accuracy and 
less computation with the inverse method so we will use it here. Our stochastic 
system is represented in the linear case by the stochastic differential equation 
9y = x and in the nonlinear case by 9y = X, where {x(t, w), t E T, 
~E(Q,F,P), a P.S .) is a stochastic process and the operators 9 or F are 
stochastic operators [4] involving stochastic coefficients in the differential 
operators. For the linear case, which we deal with first, 9 has been given in 
previous work [l-4] as .L? = x,“=, a,(t, w) d”/dtv, where a,.(t, W) for v = 0, I,..., 
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tt - 1 may be stochastic processes tatistically independent of the system input X. 
Adomian and Sibul [2] have given the solution in the form 
y(t, w) = ~(t, w) - j” f (-l)“-’ K,&, 7; w)F(T, w) d7 
0 n1=1 
= F(t, w) - 1' r(t, r; w)F(T, w) dr, 
0 
(1) 
where &(t, 7; W) = si K(t, 7; W) K,,-r(y, T; w) dy and & = K under the 
assumption that F is bounded a.s., a,(t, w) - (a,(t, w)) = ti,(t, W) are bounded 
a.s., (a,) are continuous on T, derivatives of (Y, are bounded a.s. to appropriate 
order, and Z(t, T), the Green’s function for L = (P’), as well as its kth derivative 
for 0 < /z 6 7t - 1 is jointly continuous in t, 7 on T X T. 
In general we expect to approximatey(t, w) by calculating a reasonable number 
of terms, say n, with the iterative series for y. Let us call this approximation 
&=Yo+Yl+*.‘+Yn-l> i.e., the partial sum to w terms of the exact solution 
y=yo+y1+ .*- from which first- and second-order statistical measures [l-41 
at least are to be obtained.1 
The correction scheme to be discussed is a system feedback scheme whereby 
the system input is modified to compensate for the error involved in appro- 
ximating 9-l by the partial sum to rr terms indicated by 5?(n) for the linear 
case, or %-l(n) for 9-l in the nonlinear case. 
II 
(a) Linear Case 
We have the linear case represented by P’y = X, or equivalently, y = 9-‘x, 
where 
9-l = f (-l)i(L-lqzL-1 (2) 
i=O 
yields [3] previously derived [ 1,2] solutions for y. The approximate solution for y 
to n terms, i.e., & , is given by 
n-1 
+, = .9-‘(n) x = c (- 1)” (L-%2’)” L-lx, 
i=O 
1 Adomian and Sibul have called this the iterative method. In terms of the 4” it can 
be viewed as a method of successive approximations. The manner in which it is carried 
out results in the crucial statistical independences and separations. 
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where Y-l(n) is the nth partial sum of the series representing 9-l. Consequently, 
L&j, = (L + 9) & = (L + W) (L-lx) = x + 9w’x. 
Similarly, 
Ycj, = (L + a) [L-lx - (L-‘&q L-lx] = x - 9qL-G2?) L-kc, 
Y& = (L + W) cj3 = x + B(L-‘W)2 L-lx, 
etc., and finally 
-!z$& = (L + a) & = x + (- l)n-1 B?(L-%%y1 L-lx, (4) 
where the operators may not necessarily commute. 
Clearly if the system output (solution process) is to be y rather than +,, , 
the system “feedback” term (-1),-l 9?(L-‘9) L-lx must be damped out. Thus 
we view this feedback, which is dependent on system parameters L = (9) 
and 99 = .Y - L, as compensating for the fact that the output is & rather than y. 
The modification to the input depends on the order of approximation of Y-l. 
(b) Convergence 
Convergence of the iterative solution has been shown [l, 3, 51; hence we 
assume 
lj-24, =y a.s. (5) 
In terms of a norm, the necessary and sufficient condition can be given as 
I/ L%S? 11 < 1. Under this assumption we can take the limit as n--+ co of both 
sides of (4), 
(6) 
Equation (6) shows that (4) yields the exact equation 9~ = x in the limit as 
n+ co. 
(c) Expression for the Error and First-Order Improvement 
Subtracting (4) from the original equation, Py = X, we have 
Yy - Lzyn = qy - 4,) = -(-I)“-’ W(L-q- L-‘.t 
= (- 1)” W(L-%?)n-1 L-lx. 
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y == #, -+ 9-y- 1)” W(L-‘W)n-IL-lx], (7) 
which yields an exact measure of the error when & is used as an approximation 
for the correct solution y. However, it is not 2-l but S-r(a) which is available 
for computation. When g-r(n) is substituted for 56-l in (7), the resulting 
solution is not y but a closer approximation-a first correction or first-order 
improvement in the approximation 4, . Considering +n to be $n,o . a “zeroth” 
improvement, we will call our first-order improvement $,.r . Thus 
4n,l = 4, -t 9-l(n) [( - 1)‘” qL-%y L-lx] 
= 9-‘(n) [x + (- 1)” d(L-l9?)~-lL-lx] (8) 
=-- “T-‘(n) x!J’, 
where the XC’ symbolizes the quantity in brackets with the superscript indicating 
the first correction and the subscript meaning the order of the approximation of 
the solution. 
(d) Acceleration of Convergence OY Amount of Improvement 
The relationship of 4n,l to +n,o is expressed by the identity 
AL1 = &en.0 * (9) 
Equation (9) states that the first-order improvement 4n,l yields the same 
result as that obtained by computing +a,, , i.e., twice as many terms as in Eq. (3). 
To see that this is true, let us calculate &r for 1z = 1, 2, 3,... using (8) and the 
expression for the partial sum to n terms of L&-l, i.e., 
n-1 
23-‘(n) = c (- 1); (L-%?‘)iL-1, WV 
i=O 
from which 
2-y 1) = L-1, 
y-‘(2) = L-1 - (L-q?) L-l, 
P-1(3) = L-l - (L-???q L-1 + (L-%4?)” L-l, 
etc. Consequently 
4,,1 = 9-l(1) [x - BL-1x1 = L-b - (L-VqL-*“r = &,O 
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from (3). Similarly 
& = 972) [x + %?(L-?9i?) L-lx] 
= [L-l - (L-‘9)L-‘1 [x + CqL-%%!)L-lx] 
= L-lx - (L-%q L-lx + (L-%)2 L-lx - (L-k%?)3 L-lx 
= A.” 
and 
cj3,1 = Y-l(3) [x + (-1)” w(L-‘B?yL-?Y] 
= L-lx - (L-%2?) L-h + (L-?By L-lx 
- (L-lW)3L--1x + (L-%%y L-lx - (L-cq5 L-lx 
In general 
Cn.1 = 42n.o . (11) 
Proof. 
2n-1 
4273 = 42n.0 = z. (- l)i (L-1a)i L-lx 
from (3). From (8) and (9) 
n-1 
qL.1 = c (- 1)’ (L-19?) L-l[x + (- 1)” a(L-k%?)~-l L-lx] 
7.=0 
n-1 2n-1 
= z. (- l)i (L-19’) L-lx + 1 (-1)” (L-%%?‘)2L-lx = & . 
n 
This result should save a great deal of computational time and be of great 
value in applications. The rate of convergence of $n,I is double that of &. 
(e) Second-Order Improvement 
We saw that Eq. (8) could be written as &r = P-‘(n) xa), where xp’ can 
be considered as a modified input which yields the output &r. We can now 
repeat the process to obtain a second-order improved solution +n,2 given by 
+n,2 = Y-‘(n) xp, (12) 
where 
XlL2’ = [x + (-1)” 9qL-5qn-l L-lx + (- 1)2n a(L-%y-1 L-lx]. 
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Equivalently, 
q5n*2 = q5n,l + 2F(?z) [(- l)*n W(L-%q2n-‘L-lx]. 
From (11) we observed that the first correction $,.I was equivalent to &n,O . We 
see in the same manner that 
Al.2 = hl.0 . (13) 
Consider, e.g., $2.2, &,*; 
= [L-l - (L-%q L-l] [x + s?(L-1W) L-lx + &?(L-%%?)SL-lx] 
= L-lx - (L-v?) L-lx + (L-Yq2L-1x - (L-%2?)~ L-lx + (L-1qL-Q 
- (L-%%?)5L--1x 
= do.0 1 
43*2 = 8-l(3) xp 
= L-lx - (L-gj?) L-lx + (L-$?2)2 L-lx - * ** (L-1wy L-lx 
bz.2 = &Lo. 
Thus the rate of convergence of +n,2 is triple the rate of convergence of $n (or 
ALo)* 
(f) kth-Order Improvement 
For k < n we denote the kth-order improved solution by #n,k given by 
where 
&k = 2-(n) d?, (14) 
X, (k) = [x + (- 1)” g.qL-Qy-1 L-lx + (- 1)” 5%yL-%qan-1 L-5 
+ . . . + (- 1)kn B(L-19)kn-1 L-lx]. 
Equivalently, 
‘$,,,k = &&k-l + p-‘(n) [(-1)“” c%(L-%@)~‘“L-~X]. 
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(g) Optimal Correction 
The best correction which can be obtained from & occurs for k = rz and 
consequently 
= Y-l(n) [x + (- 1)” W(L-lW)n-lPx + (- 1)2n B(L-%2)2n-r L-lx 
+ -*. + (-l)n2~(L-1W)“‘-‘L-lx]. (15) 
Now 
kn = b+n ’ (16) 
I.e., an (rr + 1)-fold acceleration of convergence. The successive improvements 
obtained for linear stochastic systems yield significant advantage, i.e., nearly 
exact solutions. 
(h) Matrix Notation for Improved Solutions 
r$n = LIZ-l(n) XY’ can be written as a matrix product of 
2.q;) = 11-L-l, (-1) (L-%?)L-l,..., (-l)n-l(L-l~)n-lL-lli, 
($‘) = !I x2’, X!‘)...) xp /I . 
Thus 
xp 
c$n,l = LF(n) + . 
$’ 
Taking the limit as n -+ co we have 
(1) 
$ 
224 n,l = IIL-1, (-l)L-%?L-I,..., (-1) (L-%)n-IL-l,... 11 ” 
xg 
where A$’ = lim x(l) n+m 
Jj XC), xh2),..., XL”’ 
= x. For $n,2 = Z-‘(n) ~2’ the n-tuple is 
1) , etc., and again lim,,, xc’ = X. We can proceed in the same 
way to ~2’ = lim,,, xr’ = x. Finally, lim,,, +, r = lim,,, 4, 2 = ... = 
lim,+, &., = y. 
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III. IMPROVED SOLUTIONS FOR THE NONLINEAR CASE 
Consider the nonlinear stochastic system described by %y = x with the same 
notation as in earlier work [l-5], . i.e., the operator .F = 9 + .K, where Y is a 
linear stochastic operator and Jlr is nonlinear stochastic. 9 = L + S', where 
L = (9) and W = 2 -L. Also JI’ = N + A, where N is deterministic 
nonlinear and JY is stochastic nonlinear. Equivalently the system is described by 
y = %-lx. The inverse operator 9-t can be written 
F-l=L-I--- (L-?%T) f s;'-L-lf (q + &), 
0=0 Z=O 
(17) 
where FT~, ai , bi have been given by Adomian and Malakian [3] for various 
classes of nonlinearities, and yields results for polynomial nonlinearities equi- 
valent to those of Adomian [l] and Adomian and Sibul [2]. The F;’ result from 
the decomposition of F-l and uz , 6, are appropriate coefficients. 
The nth-order approximate solution 4n is given by 
cj, = 9-1(n) x 
with F-‘(n) being the nth partial sum of 9-l. Equivalently, 
n-1 n-1 
c#Jn =L-lx - (L-Q!) c F;lx -L-l c (q + bi). 
2=0 2=0 
The inverse (nonlinear) operator 9-l is a linear stochastic operator in its partial 
sums, i.e., 
n-1 n-1 
F-'(n) =L-l-(L-lS') C cF;'-L-' c (a, + bi) (19) 
2=0 2=0 
is a linear (stochastic) operator for every n. Let & as before be the zeroth-order 
improved solution +n,o for Fy = x. Now 
~bz=(L+~+N+~)$” 
n-1 n-1 
= x - w 2 9yx - c (aa + 6,) 
i=O i=O 
(20) 
n-1 n-1 
+ (i%L-l)x - (BL-S?) c 2F;?x - (SfL-1) c (Ui + bi) 
E=O 1=0 
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i.e., x’ represents the right-hand side. Since Fy = N and F& = X’ we have 
n-1 n-1 n-1 
= a c K-*x + c (a, + j,) - cAr1.r: + a-1x c g‘-lx 
*=” r=o 1=0 
n-1 
- @W c (a, + 4) - N$5, - A?cj, 
E=O 
= .&.(a) 
1 . (21) 
In obtaining Eq. (7) in II(c), we wrote 
-Yy - =qn = (-1)” W(L-?2%!)~-1L-‘x = qy - &J 
using linearity of 2’. We could just as well have written 
9y = Lz& + (- 1)” 9?(L--%qn-‘L-lx, 
y = 9-‘%$, + ST-y- l)n 22(L-q-1 L-1.x 
y = & + 9-y - I)% W(L-‘B)“-1 L-lx, 
(2-a 
Q&l = & + -P(n) (- 1)” W(L-%‘)n-’ L-lx. 
Hence in the nonlinear case we now write 
Unfortunately, because of the nonlinearity of 9, we cannot write y = 
hL+F- %cr). However, for sufficiently high n, it should be reasonable to 
approximate .F-l by ZJ-‘( 7~ in which case, because of the linear action of ) 
.9-l(n), we can write 
f$,,, z 4, + .F’(?z) xl”‘. (23) 
The accuracy of such an approximation in general is left an open question; 
it clearly depends on both the particular nonlinear operator F--r and whether $n 
has been computed for “sufficiently high” 11 (leaving open the question of what 
is “sufficiently high”). The question is best addressed by considering particular 
nonlinear operators. Let us consider the quadratic case N(y) =ys with 
F=L+N. 
409/7612-2 
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EXAMPLE. Ly + y2 = X. Our solution for this example has been given [3] 
in the form 
y zzz L-1.y - L-1 
Cant 
where the a,, are given by 
adyd = Ye’, 
al(yo , rl) = 2yoy1 , 
4.h ,31 , ~5) = 31’ + 2yo)r,y, , 
%(Yll ?Yl>?'Z >YS) = 2(Y,Y, -tYoY3), 
etc. [3]. The approximate solutions &, are 
I& = L-lx (or Wh 
qSl = L-lx +L-la, = L-lx +L-1y02 
& = L-lx + L-la, - L-la, 
= L-lx + L-‘y,” - 2L-‘y,y, , 
& = L-lx + L-la, - L-la, + L-la, 
= L-lx + L-1y,* - 2L-‘yoyl -+ L-ly,” + 2L-‘y,y, . 
The first-order improved solution is given by 
62.1 = 4n + 9-w xln, 
where xIn = x - Fc& , where we have 
- 4L-‘yo’L-lyoyl + 2L-ly,2L-‘y,2 + 4L-ly&lyoy, 
- 4L-1yoylL-1y12 - 8L-lyoylL-‘y,y, + 4L-1y12L-lyoyz . 
Now the first correction to 4s can be given as 
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where 
s 6) 1 = -3,02 + 2y,y, - y12 - 2y,y, - (L-1x)2 
- (L-ly,2)2 4(L-lyoy1)2 (L-9,2)? - - 
- 4(L-lyOy,)” 2L-‘XL-‘y02 + 4L-lxL-‘yoyl - 
- 2L-?xL-1y12 4L-l.rL-ly,y, + 4L-ly~L-lyoy1 - 
- 2L-‘y,‘2L-‘y12 4L-‘y,,zL-lyOys - 
-t 4L-1y,y,L-1y12 + 8L-ly,,y&lyoy2 
- 4L-ly,“L-lyoy2 
and s-‘(3) is found from Eq. (19) an d earlier work [3]. It is interesting to note 
the added terms, i.e., the correction to +,, (or &J. Since %-l(3) for this parti- 
cular nonlinearity is the same as P-l, our assumptions are excellent and we 
really did not need to go as far as & . &i would already be a good approximation 
and could be computed very quickly. These matters will be studied more 
intensively later with numerical comparisons on the computer. 
kth-Order Corrections 
h2.r = bz,k-1 + 9%) [x + @‘I (24) 
with xP’ = x + xpJ1, for k = 2, 3 ,..., n. Thus 
Hence the method applies to the linear and nonlinear systems and one therefore 
has the option of either computing & for higher n or making corrections to get 
the same effect as that obtained by calculating many more terms with less 
computation. For a given order of improved solution +n.k the error involved in 
&,k due to the approximation of Z-1, or SF-~, by the partial sums .-P’(n), or 
9-‘(n), is added to +n,k--l . For a given order of improved solution &,k, the 
forcing function (system input) can be modified to compensate for the error 
involved in approximating the inverses with partial sums to get the approximate 
solution 4, . 
Now we investigate the errors involved in obtaining the statistical measures 
[41 (Y) and VI Y t2) = (yW3t2D w h en we have to use the approximate 
solution 4, for y and therefore calculate (4,) and (&(ti) d;Jt,)) for the true 
mean and correlation. 
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IV 
(a) Error in Approximate Mean Solution 
In general we expect to approximate y(t, w) by calculating a reasonable num- 
ber, say n, of terms in the iterative series. Calling this approximation &, , we 
have (suppressing the w for convenience in writing), using Eq. (I), 
11-l 
& = 1 (- 1)” yi = F(t) - j: it: (-1),-l K,(t, T) F(T) dT. 
1=0 
(26) 
The mean solution 
(Y> = (F(t)) - jot W, T)> V(T)> dT (27) 
is approximated by averaging (26) thus: 
(4,) = (F(t)) - j’ nfl (-1),-r (K,(t, T)) (F(T)) dT. 
0 nt=1 
(28) 
Since I’ is bounded by Mexp{M(t - T)}, where M = 1 Kr 1 , the error in 
determining the mean is given by 
= 1 \” [(r(t, + - k1 (- l)m-1 (&n(t, T)>] ] (F(T)) dT 
‘0 m=1 
< j’ 1 [(r(tv T)> - k1 (-I)“-’ &n(t, a]1 i(F(~)>l dT 
0 WI=1 
(29) 
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(b) Error in Approximate Correlation 
The correlation for the approximation & is given by 
R&l > t2) = <Ml) A&)> 
. [I - Jo' ~~ (-1),-l K,(t, , T2)F(T2) dTp] *> 
= (F(t,)&t,)) - jt’ nf (-I)“-’ &(tl, TI> <F(&t& dT1 
0 WZ=l 
- (- 1)*-l <kn(tz 9 3)) (%) hT,,> dTz 
Let RF(tl , t2) represent the correlation for <F(t,)>(t,)). Then 
&,(t, , h) = &(tl , tz) - jt’ nfl (--I)“-’ (&z(tl , 71)) %(Tl , 72) dT, 
0 m=1 
- (--1)-l <k&e 9 9)) h(t, , 72) dTz 
On the other hand, the correlation of the true solution is given by 
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(32) 
The error is the difference 
+ 1 t1 “t’ (-I)- (&(tl , 71)) R&I , $) dT1 ‘0 m-1 
+ j*’ nf (-1)-l <k& , 72)) R&l ,72) dT2 
0 n&=1 
. R&l > 72) dT1 dT, 
t1 
- S[ 
R-l 
-- (r@, Y 71)) - c (- 1) (%a(h > 9) R&l 3 te) dT1 
0 m=1 1 
t* - s [ 0 &, 72)) - nf1 (-I)“-’ &m(tz ,%))I R&l ,72) dT2 7TL=l 
n-1 
. m;l (- 1J-l k& 3 d)] RF(TI > Tz) dT1 dT, . (34) 
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Hence 
t2 32 
- 
0 (- 1j-l <k& , 72)) R& , TJ dT2 0 m-n 
+ sx’f:’ [(i, (-1),-l K&l ,71) g (-1),-l k(t2 F 4) 
( 
W-1 n-1 
- ;, (- 1Y-l Kn( t, , 71) 1 (--1)'-l k(h 9 3) 
I%1 >I 
- RF(T~ , ~4 dT1 dTe , (35) 
t* rx 
- 
I c (- l)m-l &,& ,~s)> R&l > 72) dT, 0 m=n 
+ j;lJot' (,?, t-l>"-' Kl&, 71) T; (-1),-l k,(t, , 7,)) 
The first term of (36) is 
tl m 
< 
11 
(-l)“-’ [Mm(tl - TJ’-l/(m - l)!] RF(~l , t2)1 dT1 
‘0 m=n 
m Mm(tl - ‘dm-’ = c (m - l)! . m=n 
The second term is 
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The coefficients of the double integral in the last three terms can be combined 
into 
= n!Pyt, - 7p-I 
c 
,,,=1, (m - l)! 
+ Me M(tl-TI) 
Ot M’(f, - 7$-l 
g (r - l)! 
O3 Mm@, - Q--l = M 
,zn (m - l>! 
1 
Mr(t, - TJ-l = M 
(r - I)! 
2 
M, = MJIZ, + M2MeM(t1-T1’ + MIMeM(fz-rz). 
Similarly, using Eqs. (17), (18) in Section III one can also find bounds for the 
error introduced in the mean and correlation for the approximate solution & 
for the nonlinear stochastic system 9~7 = X. 
V. IMPROVEMENT OF STATISTICAL MEASURES 
Since our real concerns with stochastic systems are the statistical measures of 
the solution processes, we now investigate improved statistical measures for the 
approximate solution process for stochastic systems using the convenient 
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expressions of the successively improved solution method developed in Sections 
II and III. 
We previously had the mean solution 
<y(t, w)i = <W, w)i - lot <r(t, 7; WI> MT, WI> dT (39) 
and the mean approximate solution 
where I’(n) means that the series for I’(t, 7, W) is calculated only as the partial 
sum. Similarly the correlation R, and the approximate correlation R6, (the 
correlation of the approximate solution &J are calculated using the expressions 
in the last section with r(t, T; W) for the true correlation and r(n) for the appro- 
ximate case. We have from (10) 
272-l 
dn.1 = 42tLU = z. (- l)k (L-%z)~ L-lx 
za-1 zn-1 
= L-lx + c (-1)” (L-%%?)‘iL-1X = F(t) + c (--I)k (L-%?)“F(t) 
k=l I;=1 
= L-lx + r(2n - 1) L-lx = F(t) + T(2n - l)F(t), (41) 
where the exact resolvent kernel r is given by 
r(t, T) = F (-l)n+l K,+l(t, T) = f (-1)” K,(t, T) (42) 
m=o ,I%=1 
and r(2n - 1) means the partial sum from m = 1 to m = 2n - 1 while r(t, T) 
is the infinite sum. 
From (41) 
<Cd = ,<F(t)) + (r(2n - 1)) F(t)) (43) 
or L-l(x) + (r(2n - l))L-l(x). Thus the (first) improvement in the mean 
solution is the equivalent of using r(2n - 1) instead of r(n) in the second term, 
i.e., it approaches the true mean more closely. A second correction to (+,>, 
i.e., (+la,2), is given by using (12) 
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etc., to obtain 
&m> = (W) + V(n(m + 1) - 1)) <F(t)), (45) 
where m < n. 
We can similarly calculate the improvement in the correlation. Instead of R*, 
we calculate R6, , by replacing T(n) by T(2n - l), calculate R,+,B by replacing 
I’(n) by r(3n - l), etc., up to Rd R 111 by replacing I’(n) by r(n(m + 1) - 1). The 
final possible correction is 
<LJ = <W) + <W + n - 1)) (W)) 
and 
Rd,,,(tI , t2) = WI , t2> + V(n* + n - 1) (TV , w)> WI , r2) 
+ CO* + n - 1) (T* v w)> RF(T~ ,d 
+ $-(na+n&1 9 72) Rk1 y 72). 
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